1. Call to Order (Daley)

2. Approval of Minutes from March 4 (Daley/All)

3. Announcements
   a. Proposals posted for CoC and faculty review: (Daley)
      See attachment to this agenda
   b. Proposals submitted for CoC completeness review: (Daley)
      See attachment to this agenda
   c. Administrative approvals by the Dean
      i. None

4. Updates from the Dean (Shannon)

5. Old Business:
   a. xxxx96 generic course descriptions (Daley)
   b. Study Abroad course (Shannon)
   c. Minor Enrollment Form (Shannon)
   d. Update on new policy concerning transfer credits and minors (Wagner)
   e. Guidance document for differentiation between course levels (Wagner, Cohen, Whitmore, Bujanovic)
   f. Discussion of EFB/GSA shared resource surveys (Margolis, Cohen)

6. New Business:
   a. Proposals for action:
      See attachment to this agenda
   b. CoC schedule for the remainder of the semester
   c. Other
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Agenda for April 1 meeting of Committee on Curriculum – Attachment

Proposals posted for CoC and faculty review:
1. APM 115 Essential Calculus (new)
2. ERE 371 Surveying for Engineers (revision)
3. ERE 132 Introduction to Environmental Resources Engineering (revision)
4. ERE 275 Ecological Engineering (revision)
5. ERE 468 Solid and Hazardous Waste Engineering (revision)
6. ERE 568 Solid and Hazardous Waste Engineering (new)
7. ERE 340 Engineering Hydrology and Hydraulics (revision)
8. ERE 540 Engineering Hydrology and Hydraulics (revision)
9. ERE 480 Fate and Transport of Contaminants in Environmental Systems (new)
10. ERE 380 Energy Systems Engineering (new)
11. GNE 271 Statics (new)
12. ERE 440 Water and Wastewater Treatment (revision)
13. ERE 640 Water and Wastewater Treatment (revision)

Proposals submitted for CoC completeness review:
1. FOR 458 Advanced GIS (revision)
2. FOR 659 Advanced GIS (revision)
3. Env Sci Environmental Health curriculum revision

Proposals for action:
1. EHS 250 Foundations of Environmental Health (new)
2. EHS 420 Prof. Internship in Env. Health (new)
3. EHS 480 Hazardous Materials Management (new)
4. EHS 680 Hazardous Materials Management (new)
5. EHS 320 Disease Prevention (new)
6. EHS 520 Disease Prevention (new)
7. EHS 350 Environmental Health Management (new)
8. EHS 550 Environmental Health Management (new)
9. EHS 440 Occupational Health and Safety (new)
10. EHS 640 Occupational Health and Safety (new)
11. Environmental Science BS Curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
12. ERE BS curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
13. FOR 491 Sustainable Energy Management Capstone (new)
14. FOR 416 Sustainable Energy Policy (new)
15. FOR 480 Urban Forestry (revision)
16. FOR 680 Urban Forestry (revision)
17. FNRM Forest Technology curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
18. FNRM Land Surveying Technology curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
19. FNRM Env. & Nat Res. Conservation curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
20. FTC 204 Intro to Nat Resources Measurements (revision)
21. FTC 211 Silviculture (revision)
22. FTC 251 Adv Surv. Measurements & Computations (revision)
23. FOR 485 Business and Managerial Law (revision)
24. FOR 475 Recreation Behavior and Management (revision)
25. FOR 298 Research Internship in FNRM (new)
26. LA BLA curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
27. PBE Paper Science curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
28. PBE Bioprocess Engineering curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
29. PBE Paper Engineering curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
30. PSE 350 Fiber Processing (revision)
31. PSE 550 Fiber Processing (revision)
32. BPE/PSE 304 Prof Exp/Synthesis (revision)
33. PSE 201 The Art and Early History of Papermaking (revision)
34. BPE/PSE 133 Intro to Process Eng II (new)
35. BPE/PSE 132 Intro to Process Eng I (revision)
36. PBE 456 Management in Industry (revision)
37. PBE 656 Management in Industry (revision)
38. BPE 430 Process Operations Lab (new)
39. CME 495 Undergraduate Teaching Assistance (new)
40. SCME Construction Management Curriculum revision (seamless transfer/accreditation)